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Read Romans!

- Note key words that reoccur in your reading
- Note the context of why Paul writes and what he is trying to achieve and teach in his writing

A really helpful word/phrase to reflect on that Paul uses is ‘the gospel of God’[1:3] ‘gospel/gospel of ..’ etc. - what or Whom is this gospel [good news]?

What do you think Paul’s main point or reason for writing is in:

- Romans 1:1-7 [What is Paul’s mission ‘to bring about’]
- Romans 1:8 - 17
- Romans 1:18-32
- Note the title and main point of a sermon for each of these passages would be for their context.

Alternatively, start to read Murray Capill’s ‘A heart on fire’.

Other passages we will examine [time permitting] with a view to preaching will be selected from Romans 12 - 16 with Romans 1-11 [esp Romans 8] in view.